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Abstract
In this paper we described our efforts for TREC
contextual suggestion task. Our goal of this year is to
evaluate the effectiveness of: (1) predict user
preferences of each scenic spot based on non-negtive
matrix factorization, (2) automatic summarization
method that leverages the information from multiple
resources to generate the description for each candidate
scenic spots; and (3) hybrid recommendation method
that combing a variety of factors to construct a system
of hybrid recommendation system. Finally, we conduct
extensive experiments to evaluate the proposed
framework on TREC 2015 Contextual Suggestion data
set, and, as would be expected, the results demonstrate
its generality and superior performance.

Introduction
In this year Contextual Suggestion (CS) Track, we main
aims are two folds: (1) combing a variety of factors which
are crawled from open-web to construct a system of hybrid
recommendation
system(Albadvi
and
Shahbazi
2009)(Sobecki et al. 2006). (2) Explore a new description
generation method which combines multiple aspects of
information. Information recommendation is always a
dilemma(Tang et al. 2013)(Yokoya et al. 2012). It’s a
contradiction by generality and individuality. Recommend
items need to make a compromise between popularity and
user’s personalized interest. First, the higher popularity of
items tend that each user will like it, but it can’t reflect
users personalized interest. At the same time,
recommending according to user’s personalized needs the
data describes the user’s interest accurately. The data about
spots crawled from open-web has sparseness problem, and
it is difficult to truly reflect the personal interest of each
user and reflects more of the spots’ popularity.
In this sense, we crawled a variety of indirect
information of scenic spots from the open-web such as:
attractions, spots rank, reviews of spots, etc. using this
information to reflect the quality of spots. Through analysis
user profiles, we can get the interest preference of each user
to each Category, and use spots in Example as the training
dataset to train the SVM classifier for each user interest(Xu
and Araki 2006). Then, we use classifier to get the
judgments about like or dislike for each user-spots pairs.
Finally, we use the information crawled from website as the

reflecting of spots’ popularity, while use the user’s interest
which is analyzed from profiles as the reflecting of user’s
personalized interest. In the recommendation algorithm
module, we combine the spots popularity and user
personalized interest to generate two recommendation
algorithms, eventually get BJUTa and BJUTb as two
submitted results.

Our Method

Hybrid Recommendation Based on Open-web
Information

Figure 1 shows our system framework. It mainly consists of
three parts: (1) Useful information gathering, (2) Examples
labeling, (3) Profile Modeling and Interest classification, (4)
Recommendation algorithm, (5) Description generation, (6)
Results generation and checking. Figure 2 shows the legend
of Figure 1.
• Useful information gathering component mainly crawls
everything that we need to rank the candidate scenic spots.
• Examples labeling component determine the scenic spots’
category in Examples through searching the internet and
a small part of the manual scenic spots.
• Profile Modeling and Interest classification component
mainly consists of two parts: (1) Modeling user profiles;
(2) user-spots Interest classification. Statistical method is
used to identify each user preferences for each category
of spots. User-spots Interest classification use the spots in
Examples as the training sample to train to the SVM
classifier, and use it to classify the spots into two class,
user like and user dislike.
• Recommendation algorithm component mainly consists
of two parts: (1) for each user - context pair choose 50
candidate recommendation spots. (2) Sort the 50
candidate recommendation spots for each user - context
pair.
• Description generation component mainly utilizes
multiresource information to generate spot’s brief
automatically. We also describe this part in details later
this paper.
• Results generation and checking component get the
recommend spots and spots briefly together, and use the
official script to check the results and submit results to
TREC.

Figure 1: The framework of BJUTa.

Recommendation Based on D-CNMF
Figure 2 shows our system framework. It mainly consists of
three parts:
• Get data matrix, statistics trec data and network data,
building the matrix.
• Recommendation algorithm D-CNMF.
• Get the result, sorting by spot’s score for user from new
matrix.
At last, combining the two algorithm and we will get the
final submitted results, BJUTa and BJUTb.

Conclusion and Discussion
In TREC 2015 Contextual Suggestion Track, we submitted
two runs. Both of them use the description information of
candidate spots and user interest information to select and
sort the candidate spots. Description information of
candidate spots include: spot’s category and web
information. User interest information includes: probability
of user interest in each category and user favorite label of
each spots. We use these indicators to make
recommendation algorithm. Build matrix and using
D-CNMF to get the result of BJUTa, while the spots
category, web information, and probability of user interest
in each category and user favorite label of each spots are
used to get the result of BJUTb. Due to the open-web data
sparseness problem, our recommendation algorithm does
not depend on the similarity between two spots, but using a
variety of indirect description of scenic spot from the open -

the web which reflect the quality of spots and user profile
which reflect the user interest to select and sort the
candidate spots. We use a variety of information on the
open-web with whole sentence extraction method to
generate spots brief automatically.
The performances of our submitted runs BJUTb are in
general better than the median performance. Some of the
results are even best results, indicating the effectiveness of
our proposed method.
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